
A saving of 70% on operational costs from day one: that is just one of the outcomes resulting from the implementation 

by Freezeserve, one of the most advanced cold stores in the United Kingdom, of a revolutionary solution from ORTEC and 

SPIE. “This investment in the latest automated storage technology offers a ‘man-less’‚ cost effective storage system 

using the latest palletizing technology”, comments Terry Haigh, Operations Director for Freezeserve.
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Challenges in the world of Freezeserve
 Growing demand for their services meant   
 Freezeserve needed to expand its warehouse  
 facilities
 One of the most important intended aims was  
 to maximize the number of pallet places. 
 This had to take place within the strict   
 limitations imposed by the dimensions 
 of the planned new building
 In addition, just like many other logistics   
 service providers in frozen goods, Freezeserve
 needs to cater for customers who have 
 demanding requirements, resulting in  
 unpredictable and highly variable demand  
 patterns. The new warehouse had to be able   
	 to	efficiently	process	highly	variable	flows
 Freezeserve looked to pallet racking industry  
 leaders to create a solution that would be  
	 ecologically	friendly,	efficient,	cost-effective		 	
	 and	fit	within	strict	building	guidelines
 

How Freezeserve aimed to optimize its 
world
Project Objectives
 Economic optimization of the logistics 
 by automation
 Maximize storage capacity within strict   
 limitations imposed by the building 
 Reduction in labor costs in the logistics   
 operation
 Increase availability, delivery capacity, 
 service quality, and throughput
 Improve truck handling, 
 especially at peak times

Our Scope of Supply and Services:
 Simulation and planning of implementation
 OptilogX system and Satellite warehouse
 Technical control, visualization and inventory  
 management
 Algorithms, business rules and interface 
 to WMS
 Service hotline and maintenance

Industry: 

Transport and Logistics

Freezeserve is the UK’s 

most advanced cold 

store. Freezeserve offers 

a comprehensive range of 

temperature controlled storage 

and distribution services 

throughout the UK and Europe

Resources:

 Cold	storage	at	-28	degrees	

 85m	long	x	50m	wide	x	

 13m high 

 13500	pallet	spots

 2	employees	in	the			

 warehouse

Freezeserve

“Advanced cold relief 
with ORTEC”



The solution
 OptilogX	with	325	pallet	spots	Througput	capacity	>		 	
	 200	pallets/hour	+	sorting	and	buffering
 2	vertical	transporters	for	inbound	and	outbound
 10	shuttles	for	inbound,	outbound,	sorting	and		 	
 sequencing
 Interface with WMS
 Satellite	warehouse	with	over	13000	pallet	spots
	 Throughput	capacity	~	150	pallet/hour
 Satellite	Warehouse	with	5	shuttles+satellite
 2	vertical	transporter	between	Satellite	Warehouse	
 and OptilogX
 OptilogX buffers peaks and sorts shipments for   
 dispatch in the correct order

The results
+ 70%	savings	in	operational	costs
+ Average saving in personnel costs in and around 
	 the	warehouse:	80%	
+ No damage to goods and minimized accidents
+ Over	80%	reduced	energy	consumption	and	
 CO2 emissions
+ Speeds	up	truck	turnaround	times	to	less	than	30		 	
 minutes
+ Provides for total security of goods within the system
+ ORTEC	was	able	to	achieve	storage	for	13,500	pallets		 	
	 whereas	the	nearest	competitor	could	only	offer	9,500

Freezeserve	knew	what	they	wanted;	at	least	13,000	pallet	
spaces in a building with imposed size limitations, with the 
capability	to	move	600	pallets	within	an	eight	hour	shift,	
all	in	a	freezing	-28°C	environment!	Terry	Haigh,	Operations	
Director said “We chose the OptilogX system because we 
needed to make maximum use of the space that we had, 
the system maximizes storage with the static racking, 
so	we’ve	got	13,500	pallets	from	the	OptilogX	system	
whereas their nearest competitors were only offering 
9,500	pallets”.	Thanks	to	the	warehouse	solution	from	

ORTEC and SPIE, the UK’s most advanced cold storage 
facility is now moving a record number of pallets. The new 
system has enabled Freezeserve to break their logistics 
records	and	in	its	first	full	month	of	operation	it	facilitated	
an	incredible	23,401	pallet	movements.
Terry	Haigh,	comments:	“This	system	is	simply	superb.	
The system has been installed with great success for 
Freezeserve,	which	operates	at	-28ºC	within	our	
4400m	²/15m	high	cold	store.	By	using	this	solution,	
we	achieved	a	cost	benefit	which	amounted	to	around	a	
30%	saving	in	the	total	construction	costs	against	creating	 
a building to house a conventional racking system. In 
addition,	the	system	delivers	a	significant	on-going	
operating cost saving, which is certainly something worth 
having.	Total	costs	savings	amount	to	as	much	as	70%	of	
our operational costs. 

“We are delighted with the results of this partnership. 
Our	customers	are	also	seeing	knock-on	benefits	from	the	
new	system,	partly	due	to	better	levels	of	order	accuracy.”	
Employees	are	very	satisfied	with	the	new	way	of	working	
too. The software is easy to maintain and use, and issues 
and errors are detected straightaway. If something is 
wrong, the system indicates precisely where the problem 
is,	so	the	issue	can	be	quickly	resolved.”

Before	using	the	OptilogX	Freezeserve	was	struggling	with	
the	trade-off	between	storage	density	and	throughput	
capacity. “Thanks to this advanced solution the building 
has	up	to	95%	utilization	floor	to	ceiling,	while	the	
throughput capacity has increased. So, effectively the 
question	of	a	trade-off	no	longer	applies.	They	are	also	able	
to respond to changes in demand i.e. to handle peaks on 
time. At peak times, trucks are still loaded and unloaded 
very quickly as a result of the powerful and very cost 
effective combination of a large automated storage facility 
and	the	OptilogX”,	comments	Terry	Haigh	of	Freezeserve.

Want to learn more about our solutions? Contact us at:           info@ortec.com         www.ortec.com


